OZO Chaweng Samui
Located on Chaweng Beach Road, OZO Samui is set on an amazing stretch of Samui coastline offering an enviable
beach-front setting, trendy rooms, modern technology and essential services and facilities guests actually want. Just
15-minutes from the International Airport and a short stroll to central Chaweng, it’s just close enough to feel the
buzz, yet far enough to get away from it all.
Sleep Tight
OZO Samui’s Snooze Zone consists of 208 guest rooms and suites cleverly designed to create a haven of comfort and
convenience, they include six categories Sleep, Dream, Dream Ocean, Dream Pool, Dream Beach and Dream Space.
Superb bedding and cunningly considered rooms give guests just what they need for the perfect nights’ sleep. And of
course, all the up-to-date amenities to keep them comfy and connected, including IPTV, a multimedia connectivity
panel, free Wi-Fi access throughout and Breeze Spa amenities.
Hunger Cravings
A healthy breakfast and espresso jolt at EAT will invigorate the mornings; whilst crowning culinary glory, Stacked is
the hotspot for lunch, dinner, and anything else between noon and midnight. Offering an easy and relaxed space to
enjoy caringly prepared food creations and a cutting edge cocktail menu, Stacked is fit for foodies and hungry beach
bums alike. For guests in a rush or eager to kick start their exploring, grab and go counter, EAT2Go, provides a great
selection of breakfast choices made fresh daily as well as a number of healthy snacks to boost energy levels
throughout the day, it is also on hand to satisfy late night cravings as it is available 24-hours a day.
Play Time
Whether a cooling dip is needed after a busy morning of intrepid exploring, or sunbathing just gets too much,
Splash, the free form swimming pool gives plenty of space for serious swimmers and pool seals to swim or wallow.
And…for those suffering from too much Thai Green Curry, fitness centre Tone, has everything from free weights to
cardio equipment.
Step Out
Chatty staff and interactive orientation screens at the Spot (OZO’s take on a hotel lobby) will give guests all the info
they need to dive into their day. Koh Samui’s recipe for the perfect holiday is simple. Large helpings of palm-fringed
white sand beaches lapped by the azure waters, tranquil bays, dense tropical forests and stunning sunsets,
garnished with a culinary scene that embraces the world, a hopping nightlife, shopping and plenty of activities to
keep everyone from seven to seventy occupied. Chaweng is at the epicentre of all the action with a seven-kilometre
crescent bay dusted with powdery white sand, bookended by rocky headlands, and bordered by emerald blue
waters and a coral reef. At one time a deserted cove, home only to fishermen and a few adventure-seeking
backpackers, it is now the island’s most popular sandpit and where the action is at, packed with an assortment of
shops, bars, and restaurants that cater to all tastes and wallets.
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About OZO
Sleep. Connect. Explore. However you spend your day, OZO wants you to wake up feeling inspired, recharged, and
ready to roll. OZO hotels are midscale properties aimed at creating buzz and zest downstairs – and peace and quiet
upstairs. At OZO, everything we do is designed to offer a great sleep experience for smart, savvy travellers on the go.
We also know our guests are hungry for new experiences and always on the lookout for new discoveries. We stay in
the know about the local best so you form a connection with the places you visit. OZO is currently present in
Thailand, Hong Kong and Sri Lanka, with more properties opening in the coming years. Visit www.ozohotels.com.
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